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 ABSTRACT 

Rapid developments in both fundamental science and modern technology that

target water-related problems, including the physical nature of our planet and

environment, the origin of life, energy production via water splitting, and water

purification, all call for a molecular-level understanding of water. This invokes 

relentless efforts to further our understanding of the basic science of water.

Current challenges to achieve a molecular picture of the peculiar properties and

behavior of water are discussed herein, with a particular focus on the structure

and dynamics of bulk and surface water, the molecular mechanisms of water

wetting and splitting, application-oriented research on water decontamination 

and desalination, and the development of complementary techniques for probing

water at the nanoscale. 

 
 

1 Introduction 

Water is extremely abundant in nature, covering 

approximately 70% of the Earth’s surface in the form 

of seas, lakes, rivers, and morasses. In addition, water 

composes 58%–67% of the weight of the human body. 

Water exists in various forms and plays important roles 

in many diverse phenomena and processes (Fig. 1), 

including rock efflorescing, soil freezing, regulation 

of the Earth’s temperature, acid-base balance, ion 

transport, protein folding, catalysis, corrosion, cloud 

formation, lightning, and rainfalls. Water has also 

been found in outer space, in comet nuclei, and in 

cosmos dust. 

Water is not only plentiful and important, but it is 

also peculiar in terms of its physical properties.  
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Figure 1 Water is intrinsically linked to a variety of natural 
processes and the development of new technologies. 

Water has numerous oddities, many of which remain 

unknown. For instance, the melting and boiling points 

of water are much higher than expected for molecules 

of similar size. Water has a maximum density at 4 °C, 

which is unexpected based on the general laws of 

thermal expansion. A pressure increase can lead to 

both the freezing of liquid water and the melting of 

ice. The viscosity of confined water films, only a few 

molecular layers thick, shows a two- to threefold 

increase, rather than the diverging increase observed 

for other liquids [1]. In addition, water has an 

extremely large heat capacity, which is responsible  

for the thermal stability of living organisms and of 

the earth’s environment. 

In recent years, an increasing interest towards 

understanding water and its properties (water 

anomalies) from the molecular point of view has taken 

place. Researchers have realized that water remains a 

key problem in modern science and technology, and 

an increasing number of studies have been devoted 

to deepening our understanding of the basic science 

of water (Fig. 2). An outstanding example is Nobel 

Prize laureate and nanoscience spokesman Dr. Richard 

E. Smalley. In his final years, Smalley listed his top 

ten grand challenges facing humanity for the next 50 

years. Water is listed in second place, between energy 

(1st) and food (3rd) and the environment (4th). However, 

water is in fact intricately linked with challenges   

in sustaining our energy needs, food quality and 

consumption, and the health of the environment. 

Considering that the most usable energy in the natural 

world is generated from photosynthesis through 

water splitting, and that the “water/semiconductor” 

approach is promising in terms of producing renewable 

hydrogen fuel from artificial photosynthesis, water 

research is essential, and plays an important role in 

allowing researchers to solve energy challenges. 

Water will continue to be intimately connected to 

man-made energy production, whether through 

renewable energy sources (e.g., hydroelectric power), 

alternative energy technologies (e.g., novel battery and 

fuel cell technologies), or fossil fuel energy genera-

tion (e.g., oil and natural gas extraction). In addition, 

the manipulation and optimization of water-related  

 

Figure 2 (a) Steady growth in the number of publications indexed in the Web of Science database with the term “water molecule.” (b) A 
fraction of publications in different areas of basic water research. 
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industrial processes plays a vital role in food and 

environmental sciences. As a result, water research 

(including water splitting and purification) is a 

significant challenge that humankind will face for 

many years to come. 

However, even the basic structure of water both in 

bulk and in other forms (e.g., thin films) is unclear and 

still under heavy debate. Questions such as whether 

water molecules organize in a tetrahedral or chain- 

like ordering or whether liquid water contains free 

non-hydrogen-bonded OH groups await convincing 

experimental and theoretical evidence [2–4]. Well- 

controlled surface science studies have made significant 

progress in unraveling the structure of very thin, 

ice-like, surface-bound water clusters, and monolayers 

at very low temperatures (a few Kelvin) and under 

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) [5–11]. However, how the 

knowledge obtained from UHV experiments translates 

to an understanding of the phenomena of water 

molecules under ambient conditions, or how it assists 

real world applications such as water catalysis and 

water decontamination remains to be seen. In addition, 

the quantum nature and ultrafast dynamics of water 

molecules and hydrogen bonds (HBs) under ambient 

conditions add further difficulties to developing a 

complete understanding of basic water science.  

This perspective discusses the challenges and current 

progress on the development of basic water science at 

the molecular level. We focus on key problems in the 

science and technology of water that are representative 

and challenging, and that lie at the forefront of current 

water research activities. The discussion focuses on 

our current understanding of water structure, dynamics, 

and properties at the nanoscale, as well as current 

challenges and requirements in the field of water 

purification. We believe that the basic science of water, 

which forms the roots of physics, chemistry, and biology, 

remains an unresolved challenge and an excellent 

topic for interdisciplinary research. 

2 Discussion 

2.1 Major challenges for understanding bulk water 

2.1.1 Molecular structure of liquid water  

The molecular structure of liquid water has not yet  

been fully determined and remains under heavy 

debate. Firstly, it is arguable what parameters should 

be used for characterizing the molecular structure of 

liquid water; the chosen parameters should be well 

defined in theory, and easily detectable by experi-

mental means. Parameters proposed include the 

average number of hydrogen bonds (NHB) of each 

water molecule, the number of free OH groups, the 

lifetime of a HB, and the space-time correlation     

of neighboring HBs. These parameters are readily 

accessible in theoretical models (albeit with unknown 

precision), but are challenging to probe experimentally. 

They are also sensitive to the exact conditions at 

which they are probed, and the experimental probe 

itself. Based on X-ray absorption and X-ray Raman 

scattering spectra, Wernet et al. proposed that the 

average NHB is 2.2 for liquid water at 298 K in a sub- 

femtosecond snapshot [2]. This means that 80% of 

water molecules at room temperature are bound by 

only two hydrogen bonds serving as an HB acceptor 

and an HB donor. As a result, in liquid water, the 

majority of water molecules form a one-dimensional 

(1D) chain- or ring-like local structure with neighboring 

water molecules. This picture contrasts with con-

ventional “static” views from averaged neutron and 

X-ray diffraction data over longer timeframes, where 

water has ~3–4 HBs in its first coordination shell, 

resulting in a tetrahedral network [3]. Recent results 

by Wernet et al. [2] also differ from molecular dynamics 

simulation results based on popular empirical force 

fields such as SPC and ab initio density functional 

theory (CPMD), where 80% of water molecules take 

part in 4 HBs. Subsequent X-ray absorption experi-

ments performed by Smith et al. gave a different result, 

with an average of NHB = 3.3 for liquid water [3]. 

Using Raman spectroscopy, Lin et al. presented 

evidence for the existence of the non-hydrogen- 

bonded OH, but this fraction was only 3% [12]. As a 

result, the question of the molecular structure of 

liquid water remains a matter of debate, with current 

consensus centering on NHB = 2.8. Thus, in the near 

future, the structure of the hydrogen bond network 

and its ultrafast dynamics await accurate measurements 

with novel probes, along with a consistent theoretical 

explanation.  
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2.1.2 Phase transitions at low and high temperature  

The phase diagram of water (ice) is complex and 

exhibits more than 15 crystal phases and a number of 

amorphous phases at various pressures and tempera-

tures (Fig. 3). In addition, the phase diagram exhibits 

numerous new phases when confined at the nanoscale. 

Amorphous ice, formed by the rapid cooling of 

liquid water or by compressing ice crystals at low 

temperatures, is of particular importance, as it may 

serve as a useful, general model for understanding the 

local structure of liquid water and glassy materials. 

Low density (~0.96 g/cm3), high density (~1.17 g/cm3), 

and very high density (1.26 g/cm3) amorphous ice can 

be identified as three distinct phases that can exist at 

77 K under ambient pressure. The structures and 

transitions between these amorphous phases are 

currently under debate [13, 14]. The phase space 

between amorphous ice and supercooled liquid water 

between 160 and 230 K is not reachable because of 

the high tendency of crystallization. It is thus called 

“no man’s land” [15] and remains highly challenging 

in terms of experimental determination of the 

properties of supercooled water and phase behavior. 

There is also evidence for the existence of liquid- 

to-liquid phase transitions [16]. The details of these 

various phase transitions are likely important in  

 

Figure 3 The phase diagram and associated molar volume of 
water under different conditions. 

macroscale applications where temperature and 

pressure changes occur during water usage (e.g., 

hydraulic fracturing), or where confined water is critical 

to material performance (e.g., polymeric membrane 

water filtration). 

Water exhibits a supercritical point at 647 K and 

22 MPa, where the difference between the liquid and 

gaseous phases disappears. However, as HBs are still 

present under such extreme conditions [17], it is of 

interest to determine under what conditions the HB 

will completely disappear. At 673 K and 40 MPa, there 

is still approximately one HB per water molecule, 

with the number of HBs per molecule decreasing to 

0.6 at 873 K and 134 MPa [18]. The presence of water 

monomers, dimers, clusters, and small droplets/particles 

in the atmosphere plays a central role in determining 

the physical “fitness” of our planet’s environment. For 

example, despite the diminishing concentration of 

water dimers in the atmosphere, it was reported that 

4.6% of the sunlight is absorbed by water dimers at 

298 K [19]. It is therefore vital to investigate the optical 

absorption of water at a range of wavelengths, and to 

study the thermal, chemical, and electrical properties 

of molecular water complexes and nanoparticles.  

2.1.3 Are water anomalies unique?  

Water and ice differ from ordinary liquids and solids, 

and their unique properties are known as water 

anomalies. Indeed, water exhibits more than 69 

anomalies, some of which are well known, including 

its density maximum at 4 °C [20–23], which maintains 

both the temperature of water bodies in the winter, 

and water’s unusually high surface tension. Other 

anomalies are less well known, such as the specific 

heat capacity minimum and maximum at 36 °C and 

−45 °C, respectively [24–30]. Whether these anomalies 

are relevant to the body temperature of homothermal 

animals, developing over billions of years of evolution, 

remains an open question. Some water anomalies are 

controversial, and require more accurate scientific 

phrasing and explanation. For example, the Mpemba 

effect [31] states that hot water freezes faster than cold 

water. It has been argued that only water containing 

significant dissolved gasses or other contaminations 

exhibits this effect, while others believe that it also 

applies to pure water. The reasons behind this effect 
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are complex, with one or more factors, including 

supercooling, heat gradient induced convection, and 

evaporation, being dominant [19–24]. Intensive research 

efforts to rationalize and develop a full understanding 

of the Mpemba effect and other water anomalies are 

ongoing, and often remain a matter of debate. In 

contrast, it remains to be seen whether these anomalies 

are unique to water. Some anomalies currently 

attributed solely to water may be generalized to other 

solids and liquids; for example, the density of frame- 

structured solids including Si, Ge, and SiO2 also 

increases with temperature [32–34]. Accurate data 

obtained from studies devoted to water may therefore 

be applicable as models for other condensed matter 

systems. 

2.1.4 Quantum effect and the half-naked proton 

Hydrogen plays a critical but mysterious function in 

determining the peculiar properties of water. It is often 

assumed to be a “half-naked proton” (i.e., missing a 

part of its one full electron) rather than an “atom” 

when chemically bonded to other elements. HBs, 

formed between hydrogen and another electronegative 

element, are the source of many water anomalies. 

Due to the low mass of hydrogen, it is widely 

suspected that the quantum effects of hydrogen play 

an indispensable role in the molecular structure of 

water and its resulting HBs [35–38]. It is therefore 

insufficient to treat hydrogen classically as a point 

particle in conventional water models, which are 

typically based on either empirical force fields or ab 

initio electronic structure calculations [39, 40]. 

Recent progress suggests that the quantum effect 

of hydrogen plays a key role in determining the 

fundamental properties of water. Due to the quantum 

nuclear effect, which delocalizes hydrogen distribution 

and modulates HB strength, liquid water (H2O) behaves 

like deuterated water (D2O) at elevated (5–30 °C) 

temperatures [41]. The quantum effect of the hydrogen 

nucleus was found to reduce the barrier of proton 

transfer from 55 to 15 meV during OH
–
 transport in 

liquid water, therefore promoting the proton transfer/ 

tunneling probability [37]. However, for H3O2
–
 clusters 

in the gas phase and hydrated H3O+ in liquid water 

[35], this barrier is cancelled by nuclear quantum 

effects. The rearrangement of HBs through quantum 

tunneling is essential to the rapid diffusion of water 

dimers on Pd(111), observed in scanning tunneling 

microscopy (STM) experiments [36]. Generally, the 

quantum effect of hydrogen may explain why plants 

irrigated with D2O grow more slowly (c.f., H2O), and 

why D2O is toxic to many animals. Determination of 

how the static and dynamic properties of water change 

in the quantum-mechanical treatment of hydrogen is 

a major challenge for uncovering water abnormalities, 

and requires significant advances in both theoretical 

and experimental tools. 

2.2 Molecular behavior of surface water and 

confined water 

To understand the behavior of water, it is important to 

understand how water interacts with materials such 

as solid surfaces and biomolecules. Many important 

processes involve or require surface water, such as 

water photolysis and purification, performed through 

surface adsorption and interactions. As a result, surface 

water is the natural environment of a material surface, 

which must be embraced when moving from an UHV 

environment to near-ambient conditions. Surface water 

also exhibits different physical properties to bulk 

water [42–45], although the magnitude and impact of 

these differences on the surface behavior of water 

molecules is often unclear. Investigation of the interac-

tions between water and material surfaces is useful for 

uncovering and controlling the structure and properties 

of water.  

Solid surfaces, which can serve as ideal model 

systems for the study of water-material interactions, 

have received much attention in the literature [42–44]. 

With rapid advances in surface science probes, infor-

mation on water structure and electronic interactions 

are now available with unprecedented molecular 

details (Fig. 4). Planar water layers with an atomic 

thickness of ≤0.1 Å were found on Ru(0001) [6], and 

were later assigned to half-dissociated water films 

(H2O + OH) [7]. Wetting layers on Pt(111) exhibit a 

complex (√39 × √39)-R16.1° pattern with respect to  

the (1 × 1) surface lattice of Pt(111), which contains 

pentagonal and heptagonal defective rings in its HB 

network [10]. At low coverage, water forms a 1D 

chain on Cu(110), consisting of five-membered rings 

alone [9]. Such findings have led researchers to 
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discard the traditional “bilayer” model [5] for water 

on surfaces that was speculated in early 1980s. The 

basic tenet of the traditional “bilayer” model states 

that the first layers of water resemble layers in bulk 

ice, which comprise buckled hexagonal rings [11]. 

Despite these recent advances, which have greatly 

enriched our knowledge regarding the structure and 

behavior of water, a number of problems have yet to 

be solved for water at surfaces. 

2.2.1 The controversial structure of surface water 

Besides a few exceptions (e.g., single crystal metallic 

surfaces such as Ru and Pt), the precise molecular 

structure of water on material surfaces is unknown. 

The majority of materials have a complex surface 

structure, which may not be well defined or homo-

genous. The molecular structure of water on these 

complex surfaces is therefore extremely difficult to 

measure or predict. In addition, surface water is 

denser than bulk water even at a hydrophobic surface, 

due to water’s high surface tension, thus resulting in 

differences in molecular structure on the heterogeneous 

material surface. It is also arguable that surface water 

at ambient conditions appears ice-like in terms of its 

structure, diffusion behavior, and thermal properties 

[46–48]. However, whether water molecules are in a 

liquid or solid/solid-like state at a surface, the molecules 

and the HB network remain dynamic, thus creating 

additional difficulties in its characterization.  

Even at clean, single-crystal model surfaces under a 

UHV environment, water structures are controversial. 

With the assistance of high-resolution real space 

images obtained by STM, Cerda et al. observed the 

rosette structure of water stripes (the microscopic 

morphology of “snow”) when water adsorbed on a 

Pd(111) surface (Fig. 4(d)) [8]. In contrast, state-of- 

the-art density functional theory calculations showed 

that a water monolayer at full coverage is more stable 

by 30–50 meV per molecule of water than the rosette 

structure. However, a full coverage water monolayer 

was never observed experimentally [49]. It therefore 

remains to be seen whether the rosette and full 

coverage structures of water layers are correct, or 

whether the present exchange-correlation functionals 

to describe the quantum electronic interactions in 

density functional theory are accurate. To remove such 

 

Figure 4 Different forms of water on metal surfaces observed by STM experiments: (a) water clusters on Ag(111); (b) water ribbon 
structures on Ru(0001); (c) water chains with a width of about one water hexagon; (d) water laces on Pd(111); (e) water clusters on 
Ru(0001) with bright and flat spots indicating water molecules in upright and flat orientations, respectively; (f) 2D water overlayers on
Pt(111); (g) 3D ice pyramids on Cu(111); and (h) 3D ice islands on Pt(111). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [11], © Nature 
Publishing Group 2012. 
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ambiguities, further improvement in the accuracy of 

theoretical methods and the resolution of experimental 

probes is necessary.  

2.2.2 The molecular picture of surface wetting  

Surface properties, such as mechanical properties (i.e., 

lubrication), chemical reactivity, and hydrophilicity, 

among others, are extremely sensitive to water wetting. 

For water structures at the nanometer scale that are 

not in the liquid state, the macroscopic concept of 

water contact angle does not apply. A new measure of 

surface wetting at the molecular level must therefore 

be developed.  

Rather than averaged surface tension measurements, 

Meng et al. proposed that surface wettability could 

be rationalized by the energetics of chemical bonds 

formed between a water molecule and a surface, and 

with its water molecule neighbors [50]. A new micros-

copic parameter, the hydrogen bond energy to water 

adsorption energy ratio (for water monomers), ω = 

EHB/Eads, was therefore defined as surface wettability 

[50]. In general, ω = 1 is the border between hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic interactions (where ω < 1 for 

hydrophilic interactions and ω > 1 for hydrophobic 

interactions), and a simple correspondence between ω 

and contact angle, θ, where θ = 180° – 108°/ω, exists 

for certain surfaces. Calculated wettability data shows 

an order of ωRu ≤ ωRh < ωPd ≤ ωPt < ωAu, giving a 

wetting order of Ru > Rh > Pd > Pt > Au, in agreement 

with experimental results [51]. This wetting order 

essentially results from variation in water–metal 

interactions, due to only small changes in HB energy.  

Besides the microscopic characterization of wettability, 

a better understanding of the molecular nature of 

surface wetting is required. One example is the unusual 

observation that water does not wet on a surface 

water layer [52]. In addition, Zhu et al. found that 

wetting angles have a nontrivial dependence on the 

surface lattice constant; a hydrophilicity maximum is 

observed for surfaces with a lattice constant matching 

the lattice constant of ice, even if the surface energy 

decreases [53]. 

2.2.3 How does water split on photocatalysts?  

The production of hydrogen gas (H2) from water via 

photosplitting, for use as a fuel, is a promising 

alternative to the production and use of fossil fuels. 

The production of H2 therefore represents an important 

step towards solving current and future global energy 

needs through alternative and renewable energy 

sources. However, the sunlight-to-H2 energy efficiency 

remains very low (1%–2%), and materials used in the 

process are costly. To make photosplitting a viable 

alternative, new materials with higher photocatalytic 

activity and efficiency must be developed. Recent 

years have witnessed rapid progress towards efficient 

novel materials for water photosplitting, including 

MoS2 and WS2 nanoflakes and nanotubes for electro-

catalysis [54–56], ZnO nanorod photoanodes activated 

in visible light by Cu ion implantation [57], Bi2WO6 

quantum dot-intercalated ultrathin montmorillonite 

nanostructures [58], and alumina-coated Ag nanocrystal 

monolayers as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

platforms for the direct spectroscopic detection of 

water splitting reaction intermediates [59]. Despite 

great research efforts [60–63], the primary obstacle 

remains the lack of fundamental understanding of 

the physicochemical processes involved in water 

splitting at surfaces. Oxygen atoms at the original 

surface lattice participate in O exchange and O2 

generation. However, it is unclear whether the theory 

of electron-hole separation in heterogeneous semicon-

ductor surfaces is relevant, or whether water photo-

splitting is simply the product of thermodynamic 

ground-state reactions after electron-hole recombination 

and local heating [64]. The atomic site for H2O 

oxidation and reduction is also a source of current 

debate [64].  

2.2.4 How special is confined water? 

Water in a confined space exhibits unusual behavior 

that differs from the bulk. Phenomenologically, water 

can be confined in three ways, namely 1D pores, 

confined 2D layers or thin films, and 3D cavities of 

different shapes (Fig. 5). Examples include water in 

porous Vycor glass, water between biomembranes, 

and water in the grooves of protein and DNA molecules. 

Recently, laser irradiation has been employed to control 

the encapsulation of water inside individual single- 

walled carbon nanotubes [65]. Generally, confinement 

may lead to two different effects. Firstly, a reduction in 

water space, resulting in the shortening of hydrogen  
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Figure 5 Different geometric confinements on water: (a) cylind-
rical restriction; (b) confinement between two parallel surfaces; 
(c) cave or spherical restrictions. 

bonds and reorientation of water molecules. At its 

limit, the reduction in water space may lead to the 

penetration of water molecules into regions where the 

molecules are not allowed to exist, i.e., the so-called 

“excluded volume” effect [66]. Secondly, HB disruption 

and the formation of new water–surface bonds at the 

confining interfaces, phenomena proven critical to 

maintain biomolecule stability [67], may also occur. 

Confinement modifies both the structure and the 

dynamics of water. In addition, it leads to a variety  

of novel phenomena, many of which remain poorly 

understood. For example, peaks in the oxygen-oxygen 

radial distribution function measured by neutron 

scattering are softened upon confinement [66]. Water 

molecules confined in carbon nanotubes form a variety 

of new phases that are not observed in bulk water [68]. 

Furthermore, ice nanotubes with square, pentagonal, 

hexagonal, and heptagonal rings can form in carbon 

nanotubes, with diameters varying from 1.1–1.4 nm 

[68]. These new phases are not only scientifically 

interesting, but also offer new opportunities for water 

transport and purification [69].  

Confined water also determines the structure and 

functions of its confining environment in various ways, 

including polar ordering, intermolecular coupling, 

viscosity, dissipation, and conformational transfor-

mations [70, 71]. Furthermore, ions in confined aqueous 

solutions add a further layer of complexity, since  

the ionic coordination number, the structure of the 

hydration shell, and the ion-ion interactions are 

different in a confined environment [72, 73]. Proton 

transport through water nanotubes in an Eigen-like 

hydration state in molecular porous crystals has been 

studied experimentally [74]. Large anions prefer to 

bind at the surface of aqueous solutions, while small  

anions and cations remain in the bulk [75]. Unders-

tanding these behaviors is important, and will attract 

intensified attention in coming years.  

2.2.5 Biological water  

Water is the medium for life on Earth. All biomolecules 

survive in water, while biological processes take place 

in aqueous solution. The role of water in biology can 

be substantiated by numerous examples at different 

levels of complexity [76, 77]. Water is a natural com-

ponent at fixed positions in many proteins (so-called 

“biological water”) [78, 79]. The HBs of water can tie 

different biomolecules or different parts of biomolecules 

together (e.g., the ribonuclease water bridge). Water 

acts as a buffer to maintain DNA and proteins in 

their native states, while also acting as a messenger, 

mediating DNA–protein interactions. Water splitting 

into hydrogen and oxygen by the hydrogenase enzyme, 

to produce electrons, is the key process for driving 

photosynthesis in plants. Water can be transported 

100 m to the top of trees after death of the tree, which 

is 10× higher than atmospheric pressure can sustain.  

Although the importance of water is widely known, 

knowledge of how water is involved in given biological 

processes is unclear. The complexity of biological 

water lies in that the structure and function of water 

are closely coupled to the surrounding environment, 

which is composed of biological molecules, ions, and 

other water molecules, thus offering a large and 

complex system for any experimental or theoretical 

study. The liquid state of water, and in particular, its 

fluidity and dynamics, is another fundamental challenge 

for quantitative in situ measurements and theoretical 

modeling. Furthermore, the long-range polarization 

of water causes difficulties in distinguishing interfacial 

water (i.e., active water molecules in close contact 

with biological molecules) from the bulk medium. 

Developments in optical spectroscopy to differentiate 

the shell structure of water molecules around ions, 

molecules, and surfaces from bulk water represent 

progress in this direction [80]. 

2.3 Water purification 

2.3.1 Water in the environment: Pollution and contamina-

tion 

Access to clean water for residential and commercial 
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use is the cornerstone of all industrialized nations, 

with water needs continuing to increase as the global 

economy continues to advance and grow. Water 

pollution can occur from a variety of sources, and  

can be extremely difficult to control and treat once 

pollutants have entered the water system. Both 

groundwater and surface waters (e.g., lakes and rivers) 

can be affected by pollution, with some pollutants 

being naturally-occurring components of water sources 

that prevent the water from being used as drinking 

water or process water (e.g., salts and natural organic 

matter).   

Worldwide, each nation has specific water con-

tamination issues that must be dealt with to provide 

people and industry with clean and ample water 

supplies. Some contamination issues are specific to the 

geology and environment of the geographic region 

(e.g., locations with naturally occurring high arsenic 

content in the ground water [81–90]), while other issues 

stem from anthropogenic sources and industrial 

activity [91–93], as well as water treatment strategies 

and policies. For example, the explosion of population 

and economic growth in northern China, which has 

minimal water resources, has caused a severe water- 

shortage issue, and prompted the introduction of 

water conservation and water supply projects [94–96]. 

In the USA, the southwest states of the country (i.e., 

California, Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico) suffer 

from water scarcity, with projects such as the Colorado 

River Aqueduct and salt-water desalination projects 

[97–99] being used to relieve water demand. Both 

China and the USA suffer from pollution from a wide 

range of industrial and farming activities. The challenge 

for such nations is to balance industrial and economic 

success with environmentally sustainable practices 

that allow continued access to and the protection of 

natural resources, such as clean water. 

In a number of countries, the primary water con-

tamination issue is microbial contamination. Many 

lack basic access to clean water, with their water 

sources being contaminated with bacteria and other 

organisms that can cause illness, disease, and death. 

For these nations and their inhabitants, a lack of 

financial resources, water treatment methods, access 

to nearby water resources, and training on simple 

water decontamination methods prevent significant 

improvements in the availability of clean water. In 

such countries, even daily access to water for cooking 

and drinking is a challenge. In addition to water 

being a basic requirement for survival, limited access 

to water causes a myriad of associated challenges, 

including increased risk of disease and infection, and 

reduced education and professional opportunities, 

particularly for women and children [100, 101]. Such 

problems stem from the time required to obtain fresh 

water on a daily basis, an activity that largely rests on 

women and young girls, which significantly reduces 

the time available for activities such as attending 

school or running a business.   

In addition to microbial contamination, several other 

types of water contaminants exist, including particles 

and colloids, salts, heavy metals, algae, compounds 

promoting algal growth, industrial/pharmaceutical 

organic compounds, pesticides/herbicides, and natural 

organic matter. For organic contaminants, it is 

important to know the size, molecular conformation, 

functional groups (e.g., halogen, phosphate, nitrate, 

benzene, carbonyl, or carboxyl), polarity, charge, and 

hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity (Fig. 6). For heavy 

metals, it is useful to know the speciation of the 

 

Figure 6 Two common drinking water contaminants, dichloroacetic acid and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, and their polarity, hydrophilicity, 
and charge properties. 
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metal in a water matrix and the solubility of the 

metal as a function of pH (Fig. 7) and as a function of 

the concentrations of key anions in solution (e.g., 

carbonate, hydroxyl, nitrate, and phosphate anions). 

These properties are intrinsically linked to molecular 

level interactions between the compound of interest 

and surrounding water molecules. For salts (except 

heavy metal cations), the overall salt concentration 

must be known, and the concentrations of sparingly 

soluble salts (e.g., calcium, barium, and strontium) 

must be measured. During treatment, knowledge of 

such details is crucial to be able to remove each type 

of contaminant, whilst enabling the treatment processes 

to work efficiently for long periods without significant 

issues. The majority of water treatment processes 

involve the contact of water with a solid or gas at  

an interface, contact between water and beneficial 

microbes, or contact between water and specific 

chemicals to achieve removal of specific water 

contaminants. Thus, the study and understanding of 

surface water, confined water, and biological water 

are critical to the improvement of water treatment 

materials and technologies. 

Many reports have concluded that the number and 

types of water contaminants have increased in recent 

years [102–105]. Several factors that have contributed 

to our increased knowledge of water contaminants 

include the improved ability to measure a wide variety 

of contaminants at lower concentrations, the increase 

in number and types of industries using water in 

industrial processing steps, and the increase in direct 

reuse of treated or untreated wastewater as a drinking 

water resource. The development of analytical instru-

ments and techniques for the measurement of specific 

water contaminants at low concentrations (parts per 

billion, ppb, or lower) has allowed the recent detection 

of water contaminants that have likely been present 

in drinking water sources for many years. Such 

techniques include gas chromatography (gas phase 

separation of analytes based on size and the interaction 

of functional groups through a packed column), 

liquid chromatography (liquid phase separation of 

analytes based on size, solvent-analyte interactions, 

and analyte-column interactions), inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometry (to measure cationic metals 

in solution), flame ionization (for accurate measurement 

of low concentrations of single cationic metals), ion 

chromatography (for measurement of anions in 

solution), and total organic carbon analysis (to measure 

the organic carbon concentration of a solution), among 

others. Development of these techniques have allowed 

the identification of industrial chemicals, pharmaceu-

ticals, pesticides, and heavy metals in drinking water 

sources, as well as toxic compounds resulting from 

disinfection strategies (i.e., byproducts from reactions 

between naturally occurring organic matter and chlorine, 

chloramines, or ozone) [106–109]. The advent and 

growth of the industrial age has resulted in a large 

number of processes that produce wastewater and 

water contaminants, from paper and textile production, 

to the electronics and personal care products industries. 

Furthermore, the worldwide population explosion, 

with associated growth of major cities within the same 

watershed, has resulted in both direct (i.e., treated 

wastewater is taken directly from a wastewater 

treatment plant and sent directly to a drinking water 

treatment plant) and indirect (i.e., treated wastewater 

is released into a receiving water body such as a river 

and is taken into a drinking water treatment plant 

downstream) water reuse. As industrial development 

and diversification, along with water requirements 

for both residential and industrial activities, continue  

to grow, the continued development of analytical 

techniques will undoubtedly allow the identification 

and measurement of additional water contaminants.  

 

Figure 7 Arsenic(III) speciation as a function of pH in a typical 
groundwater composition. 
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We must therefore continue to work towards unders-

tanding the basic science of water, including the 

behavior and properties of water contaminants, to 

enable improvements in water treatment and water 

quality. 

2.3.2 Water purification: Current status and challenges 

A number of traditional treatment processes continue 

to be effective for the treatment of a range of 

contaminants in water treatment plants. However, as 

the demand for limited water resources increases, 

and communities move towards water recycling and 

reuse strategies, the number and complexity of water 

contaminants continues to increase. In addition, as 

industrial and consumer products continue to advance 

and increase in number, we will likely see a continued 

increase in the number and types of contaminants in 

our water sources. Furthermore, as detection strategies 

for specific types of water contaminants continue to 

improve, contaminants that have previously gone 

undetected will be identified, increasing the general 

awareness of the types and concentration levels of 

contaminants in different water sources. In addition, 

with a worldwide increase in water demand, an 

increasing number of impaired water sources must 

be used to supplement traditional fresh water lakes, 

rivers, and groundwater. Thus, there is a requirement 

for treatment materials and technologies that can 

provide improved water quality, both in terms of 

process efficiency and contaminant removal effecti-

veness. Furthermore, novel and improved technologies 

must be cost-effective to compete with incumbent, 

traditional technologies. 

Several traditional treatment processes include 

sand filtration, dissolved air flotation, precipitation 

and flocculation, sedimentation, chlorination (i.e., 

disinfection), and use of granular activated carbon 

[110–113]. More recently, membranes have become an 

important water treatment technology that continues 

to grow in both usage and importance. Membranes 

are generally used as a physical barrier to a specific 

size of contaminants, acting as a filter or size-based 

sieve, removing contaminants larger than the membrane 

pore size while allowing smaller contaminants and 

water molecules to pass through the membrane. 

Membranes are typically made of either a polymer or 

a ceramic material and can be designed to have a 

specific pore size or pore size range. They have been 

developed to the point where a variety of membranes 

is available for different contaminant types and sizes. 

Furthermore, different membrane configurations and 

technologies designed for specific industries (e.g., milk 

production, beer production, salt-water desalination, 

and solvent separation) have also been developed 

[114–119]. Today, several commercial membrane 

technologies are available for the removal of con-

taminants as large as particulate matter and colloids 

(~510 m), to contaminants as small as a monovalent 

salt ions (e.g., sodium or chloride (0.11 nm) (Fig. 8). 

Membranes have also been combined with other 

processes to address specific needs in water treatment 

and water production. For example, membrane 

bioreactors combine the use of a polymeric membrane 

with a controlled biological environment to treat 

wastewater. The membrane acts as a filter to small 

contaminants, while the microbes actively degrade 

organic contaminants. Another example is membranes 

for engineered osmosis, a process that includes 

reverse osmosis desalination, forward osmosis, and 

pressure retarded osmosis. Membranes were first 

 

Figure 8 Polymeric membrane illustration displaying different 

types of polymeric membranes, pore size ranges, and example 
water contaminants removed for each pore size range. 
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developed for reverse osmosis desalination, which 

uses hydrostatic pressure to drive the separation of 

salt from water molecules. Water molecules then pass 

through the reverse osmosis (RO) membrane, while 

the majority of salt ions are retained by the membrane 

[120–124]. More recently, the RO membrane has been 

modified and novel membranes have been developed 

for forward osmosis and pressure retarded osmosis 

applications, where the driving force for separation is 

the osmotic gradient rather than hydrostatic pressure 

[125–129]. The change in driving force and differences 

in the water separation process resulted in the 

development of a range of membranes based on the 

need of each process.  

The use of nanoparticles and nanostructured materials 

for water treatment is a relatively new area, but one 

that has received much attention and research focus. 

Several key materials are currently in use for water 

treatment, with many more under development. 

Generally, nanoparticles possess enhanced or unique 

properties due to their small size and variable 

morphology. Metallic, metal oxides, carbon-based 

nanoparticles, and nanocomposite materials are often 

reactive or catalytic in water systems, and are promising 

materials for the removal and degradation of a wide 

variety of water contaminants [130–156]. In addition, 

some types of metal nanoparticles (e.g., silver and 

copper) exhibit antibacterial properties [157–160], 

which could be of great use to control biological 

growth in water treatment and distribution systems, 

as well as within current treatment technologies. In 

particular, iron nanoparticles (Fig. 9(a)) have been 

used to treat contaminated groundwater through in situ 

injection strategies, and although challenges remain, 

the results have largely been successful. Furthermore, 

silver nanoparticles have been used in ceramic pot 

filters [161], and show promise for simple, point- 

of-use applications [162–165] to disinfect water for 

drinking or bathing. The widespread use of nano-

particles and other nanomaterials for water treatment 

applications has not yet been achieved, partly due to 

the infancy of the field in terms of research and 

development, and partly due to the hurdles associated 

with verifying the safety of a nanomaterial-based 

water treatment technology. 

With the use of nanoparticles and nanomaterials  

in many commercial products, and the potential of 

nanoparticles for treating contaminated water, the 

threat of water contamination also exists. Several key 

aspects of understanding nanoparticles as a potential 

water contaminant have been researched, including 

the development of a definition of toxicity for nano-

materials [166–168], understanding how nanomaterials 

change in natural environments [169, 170], unders-

tanding the toxicity of individual nanomaterials on 

specific cell types [171–178], and understanding the fate 

and transport of nanomaterials [179–185]. A number of 

treatment options have been proposed for the removal 

of nanoparticles from water [186–192]. However, 

research has focused on the use of nanoparticles for 

water treatment, or in commercial applications such as 

textiles. In addition, research on the fate of engineered 

nanoparticles has demonstrated that it is extremely 

difficult to identify and quantify the presence of 

anthropogenic and potentially toxic nanomaterials in 

water sources because of the presence of naturally 

occurring nano-sized materials [193–195]. 

Today, significant challenges remain in the field  

 

Figure 9 (a) Iron nanoparticles are currently under development for water treatment applications [245, 246]. (b) To immobilize 
nanoparticles for water treatment, a polymeric water filtration membrane, such as a polyethersulfone microfiltration membrane, can be used
as a support structure to embed nanoparticles. (c) Iron nanoparticles embedded in the pore wall of a polyethersulfone microfiltration
membrane. 
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of water treatment, with many revolving around 

effectiveness, efficiency, and reliability. It is clear from 

the growing number of identified water contaminants 

and increase in water demand that next-generation 

water treatment materials and technologies must 

show an improvement in their ability to remove 

water contaminants. However, these materials and 

technologies must also be robust and cost-effective; 

otherwise, novel and improved technologies will be 

unable to replace current technologies as viable 

commercial alternatives. This is both a materials 

challenge and an engineering challenge. Novel or 

improved materials that can operate reliably in an 

aqueous environment, and that are cost-competitive 

with other commercial technologies must therefore 

be developed. Advances in engineering design are also 

required to improve process efficiency and create novel 

approaches to water treatment using commercially 

available materials in novel and improved ways (e.g., 

the combination of solar energy with desalination  

for rural, off-grid, and natural disaster applications). 

Such challenges require innovation in many areas of 

research and development, from bench-scale science, 

to industrial engineering. Researchers and engineers 

must therefore work hand-in-hand to succeed in 

creating novel water treatment solutions. 

Key challenges for the development of water 

treatment materials include the following: 1) control, 

reduction, or elimination of biological, organic, and 

inorganic fouling; 2) increasing the lifetime of materials 

in aqueous environments (i.e., reducing mechanical 

and chemical degradation of the material); 3) improving 

the trade-off between selectivity (i.e., types and number 

of contaminants removed) and clean water production; 

and 4) balancing functionality and design with cost. 

Key engineering challenges include the reduction  

of energy required (including energy recovery and 

renewable energy strategies), design of treatment 

systems for remote locations and challenging, highly 

polluted water sources, and management of waste 

streams (e.g., solid waste from wastewater treatment 

plants or salt waste from desalination). 

2.3.3 Nanoscience and water  

Advances in nanoscience will play a critical role in 

novel and improved technologies for water treatment, 

from high-tech desalination and removal of industrial 

organic contaminants at a large municipal treatment 

plant, to ceramic pot filters embedded with nano-

particles that can disinfect drinking water for a rural 

village. Currently research efforts focus on the 

development of novel nanomaterials, including nano-

particles and nanostructured materials, for water 

treatment applications, where the overall objective is 

the discovery of next-generation materials for treating 

a larger number of water contaminants, enabling 

cleaner water for both human use and environmental 

sustainability. The next significant advances in materials 

for water treatment are expected to result from the 

design and development of nanomaterials, as novel 

methods for enhancing material properties by con-

trolling material morphology and design at the 

nanoscale are constantly being developed. This control 

and enhancement of material properties is not 

possible in bulk materials and is therefore a hallmark 

of nanomaterial development. In this section, several 

examples of ongoing research areas and specific 

types of nanomaterials will be outlined, but it should 

be noted that these are just a small sample of the 

materials currently under development.  

In terms of polymeric membrane-mediated water 

filtration, significant efforts have been made to improve 

the durability of the polymer membrane, reduce the 

fouling tendency of the membrane surface, and 

improve the selectivity of the membrane while also 

increasing/maintaining water flux. Several key studies 

show tremendous promise for the next generation of 

water filtration membranes. Many studies have been 

carried out into the surface modification of polymeric 

membranes to reduce or control fouling during water 

filtration. In particular, one successful development 

has been the application of nano-scale dopamine films 

to the surface of microfiltration, nanofiltration, and 

reverse osmosis membranes [196–200]. Polydopamine 

molecules self-assemble into a film on the membrane 

surface at room temperature, and do not require any 

further annealing or polymerization treatments to 

remain on the membrane surface. For membranes 

modified with polydopamine film, the reduction in 

water flux over time through membrane fouling is 

less severe, and the fouling is reversible, with organic 

foulants being removed by removal and reapplication 
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of the polydopamine film to the membrane surface. 

Current material challenges for polymeric membranes 

can be addressed through entirely novel approaches 

for nano-structured membranes. Two key examples 

are electrospun nanofiber membranes for salt-water 

desalination and engineered osmosis technologies 

[126, 128, 201–203], and improved control of membrane 

pore size through block copolymer membranes [204– 

212]. Block copolymers can also be used to direct and 

assemble nanoparticles within a film or membrane 

material [213–215]. One great challenge for engineered 

osmosis technologies is the requirement for increased 

flux with reduced energy input and improved salt 

rejection. Nanofiber-supported polymeric membranes 

have both higher water flux and lower salt passage 

through the membrane compared to commercially 

available membranes. In addition, the nanofiber- 

supported membranes appear mechanically robust, 

and nanofiber morphology can be controlled through 

modification of the electrospinning process parameters. 

Furthermore, block copolymers have been used in 

other fields to produce polymer films with desirable 

properties based on the length and type of polymer 

blocks and the resulting film morphology. This general 

concept is now being applied to water filtration 

membranes, where block copolymers allow tight control 

of pore size and pore size distribution based on   

the polymer blocks used and the membrane casting 

conditions applied. 

While there has been limited use thus far of 

nanoparticles in water treatment applications, the 

development of nanoparticles, nanomaterials, and 

nano-structured composite materials holds great 

potential for the adsorption and degradation of water 

contaminants if the challenges of cost, lifetime, and 

nanomaterial immobilization can be addressed. Many 

metallic and metal oxide nanoparticles are reactive  

or catalytic in aqueous systems, producing oxidative 

or reductive species that can react with water 

contaminants to break them down into less harmful 

components. Metallic nanoparticles based on iron, 

palladium, and nickel, among others, are naturally 

reactive or catalytic in water and can participate in 

both reductive (e.g., dehalogenation reactions) [216–220] 

and oxidative (e.g., production of hydroxyl radicals for 

pesticide oxidation) [221–223] contaminant degradation 

reactions. Metallic nanoparticles are also excellent 

adsorbents, and can remove contaminants such as 

heavy metals through adsorption, precipitation, and 

electron transfer reactions [224–226]. Iron-based 

nanoparticles (Fig. 9) have received interest in the 

water treatment community, and continue to be 

studied for both groundwater remediation and water 

treatment applications, due to the low cost of iron 

and the wide variety of contaminants removed. Metal 

oxide semiconductor nanoparticles, such as TiO2 

nanoparticles, can also be used in combination with 

visible or solar radiation to produce reactive species 

that degrade water contaminants [227–230]. When 

combined with nanomaterials such as graphene or 

graphene oxide, or when doped with metallic nano-

particles or non-metallic elements (e.g., nitrogen or 

fluoride), TiO2 nanoparticles are activated in the visible 

light spectrum and demonstrate excellent catalytic 

efficiency [231–235]. In addition, such nanomaterials 

are themselves potentially useful in the adsorption of 

heavy metals and organic compounds from water, 

and as novel filtration membranes [236–244]. 

One challenge of using nanoparticles in water 

treatment is the control of nanoparticle location within 

the treatment system. To address this challenge, current 

research efforts are focusing on the incorporation of 

nanoparticles and nanomaterials into a membrane 

matrix [247–250]. Nanomaterial-embedded membranes 

(Fig. 9(c)) provide several benefits, such as immo-

bilization of the nanomaterial in a solid matrix; 

improved treatment efficiency of the nanomaterial 

(compared to a bulk solution reactor) due to access to 

the nanomaterial and interactions of the membrane, 

contaminants, and nanomaterial; and the development 

of membranes that act as a physical barrier to larger 

contaminants but a reactive/adsorptive barrier to 

smaller contaminants. Progress has also been made 

in the incorporation of nanoparticles into different 

types of polymeric membranes (from microfiltration 

to reverse osmosis membranes), and strategies to 

control where the nanoparticles are located. These 

strategies include in situ versus ex situ nanoparticle 

synthesis, functionalization of the nanoparticle surface, 

and nanoparticle coating of membrane surfaces and/ 

or pores [251–262]. Membrane casting parameters, 

including polymer concentration, solvent, and 
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nonsolvent types, and the inclusion of additives in the 

casting solution, can also affect nanoparticle location. 

Key challenges remain, including successful dispersion 

of nanoparticles throughout the membrane or in a 

specific location, matching nanoparticle lifetime to 

membrane lifetime, degradation of the polymer because 

of nanoparticle reactivity, and maintaining membrane 

performance. Opportunities therefore exist for the 

improved control of nanoparticle dispersion and 

nanoparticle location in the membrane. Furthermore, 

enhanced nanoparticle-polymer interactions and the 

use of nanoparticles as a tool to impart additional 

functionality to a membrane and to control membrane 

morphology are also desirable. 

As water treatment heads towards the purification 

of more challenging water sources and next-generation 

technologies based partly on nano-structured materials, 

an understanding of how water interacts with the 

surfaces of these materials and with the contaminants 

must be developed. Often, materials and technologies 

are developed without a true understanding of the 

details of the treatment process at the molecular level 

in terms of water-material interfaces, water-contaminant 

interactions, and contaminant separation from the 

surrounding water medium. It is likely that improved 

material design for water treatment could be achieved 

if designs were based on a fundamental understanding 

of how water interacts with such materials. For 

instance, Zhu et al. recently developed a novel single- 

atomic-layer carbon membrane made of graphyne, 

which showed ultrafast water flux (1,000-fold that of 

a commercial RO membrane and 10-fold that of a 

porous graphene membrane) and nearly perfect salt 

ion rejection rates, under realistic pressures [263]. 

Development and scaling to a commercial level of 

this novel membrane and the mechanisms involving 

water flow on the discrete molecular scale could benefit 

the development of next generation water desalination 

technologies. Herein lies a tremendous opportunity 

for interdisciplinary collaboration and discussion to 

better understand systems from the molecular- to the 

macro-scale, to provide insight into the fundamental 

mechanisms that drive a bulk process at the macroscale, 

and to allow technology engineering based on a 

mechanistic understanding of how individual water 

treatment processes work. 

3 Summary and future prospects 

In summary, developing an understanding of the basic 

science of water on a molecular scale is a natural 

consequence of developments in modern science and 

technology. At present, research on the basic science 

of water is problematic because the microstructure  

of water has not yet been clarified, i.e., we are still 

unaware exactly how water molecules organize 

themselves in the liquid form, at surfaces, and around 

biomolecules. As a fragile structure with delicate 

hydrogen bonding interactions, water is certainly 

dynamic in nature, with typical HB lives of only a 

few hundred femtoseconds. Furthermore, real water 

is a complex mixture of many types of molecular 

species and substances, such as H+, OH–, D2O, ions, 

organic molecules, and biological organisms. Even at 

pH = 7, for pure water, the concentration of H+ and 

OH– ions is 2 parts per billion (2 ppb, 10–7 mol/L). 

In this respect, it is useful to consider how progress 

can be made towards establishing a molecular basis 

to understand water and its interactions. Although 

current experimental tools do not yield direct specific 

information about the molecular environment of water, 

this information is readily available in theoretical 

simulations. However, it is not yet clear to what level 

theoretical simulations are accurate and representative.  

Theoretical simulations based on molecular dynamics 

and quantum mechanical calculations are indispensable. 

Molecular dynamics simulations employing empirical 

force fields yield unprecedentedly rich information 

about structural and dynamic properties at a single- 

molecule level. However, empirical models usually 

fail to reproduce key thermodynamic properties of 

water. For instance, the predicted melting temperature 

of ice varies from 190 to 300 K, depending on which 

model is adopted [264]. Water models are either too 

complex, non-transferable, or too inaccurate to repro-

duce the water properties in question. In addition, 

the majority of models do not adapt to the nano- 

confinement environment. It is therefore necessary to 

build and develop novel water models suitable for 

examining water-material interactions, water clusters, 

and confined water.  

First principles calculations based on density 

functional theory and Quantum Monte Carlo, yield 
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higher accuracy and better transferability, and have 

been routinely adopted to investigate water structures 

and surface-water interactions. However, they are 

limited to small system sizes with hundreds of water 

molecules, and short simulation times of ~10 ps,  

thus preventing the investigation of water droplets, 

amorphous phases, surface water, and biological water. 

The development of quantum mechanical tools to deal 

with large scale water systems, tackle the quantum 

effects of the hydrogen core, and develop better 

exchange-correlation functionals to describe water 

(many functionals give the melting temperature of ice 

as 420 K [265]) remains a challenge. One promising 

approach to increase system size is the development 

of order-N quantum methods (where N is the number 

of electrons in the system).  

Modern experimental tools such as scanning probe 

microscopy, advanced electron microscopy, nonlinear 

optical spectroscopy, femtosecond laser analysis, and 

synchrotron facilities have been developed rapidly  

in the past 30 years. They are complementary to more 

traditional analytical techniques such as neutron 

scattering, low energy electron diffraction, and 

ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. A number of 

inherent difficulties in developing these experimental 

techniques include: i) experimental tools (ion beam, 

electron beam, current flow, etc.) being possibly 

destructive to water structures; ii) detection techniques 

sensitive only to interfaces are lacking; and iii) adequate 

resolution in time and space being unavailable. Given 

the “vulnerability” of the molecular water system 

(where the strength of the hydrogen bond is approx. 

1/10–1/5 that of a chemical bond) and its complexity 

(15 bulk phases and many “nanoscale phases”), 

progress in fundamental water research relies on the 

design and construction of improved experimental 

probes with higher resolution. Ultimately, the deve-

lopment of complementary techniques for basic water 

science is necessary. For example, it is desirable to 

increase the spatial resolution of scanning probes to 

sub-Angstrom levels, and increase temporal resolution 

from picoseconds to sub-femtoseconds in optical 

spectroscopy. Enhanced surface/tip methods for 

detecting a single water molecule at work in chemical 

reactions such as photosplitting are also required. 
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